PARKS’ MAP GUIDE

SEARCH
The search box allows you to search Lexington by any address, intersection or common places like schools and parks.

• Once you’ve input an address, icons identifying nearby parks, park shelters and park activities will appear. When you click on an icon, it will display information about what it is.

  For example, a shelter location may display photos, a list of amenities and/or a link to reserve the shelter location.

• You must zoom in on the map to make shelters and activities appear.

MAP ICONS

- PARK
- SHELTERS
- ACTIVITIES

MAP FUNCTIONS

ZOOM IN
map view zooms in

DEFAULT
returns to the original map view

ACTIVITY FILTER
Allows you to filter parks by activity. For example, if you select ‘basketball’ then only parks with basketball courts will appear.

DIRECTIONS
Calculates and displays directions/routes between two or more locations

ZOOM OUT
map view zooms out

MY LOCATION
detects your physical location and zooms to it on the map

NEARBY
Allows you to select a defined area (i.e. two miles) around a specific location so that you can see what parks, shelters or activities are within that area

BASEMAP GALLERY
Allows you to toggle between a map view and an aerial photo view